Roof Inspections - FAQ’s

Engineered for the way you build...
...Designed for the way you live.

I need to get a permit to re-roof my home with concrete tile. What’s the first step?

- Give us a call! We can set up an appointment for your roof inspection. Within 2 weeks the data is analyzed and 4 copies of a report will be sent in the mail to you or your roofer (whichever you prefer).

What is the Roof Inspection Process? - How long does it take? - How much does it cost?

- The roof inspector will need access to all enclosed attic areas. The entire inspection usually takes between 45 min.– 1 hour & 45 min. The total cost is $350.00 (assuming only one inspection and report is needed) Additional inspections are $150.00.

What if I need roof repairs before I can re-roof?

- If reinforcement is required, check with your building department first, as a permit may be required. In most cases your roofer can do the repairs, or you can contract with a carpenter. We require that you have us inspect the repairs and we will provide a letter stating compliance with the report.

Other questions?– just call or email!